In all schools are found children who do not 
tarded children themselves.
The fact that these children have heretofore made up from 12 to 30 per cent of our criminal class is a sufficient argument that something should be done to make them less anti-social. It is unquestionable that the establishment of special forms of instruction for these children is "not only a humanitarian duty but a social necessity." Eight years ago in one of the Chicago schools a special room was organized for such pupils, with the writer in charge. The room was equipped with chairs and tables of different sizes; manual training benches and tools; looms; a piano; materials for handwork of different kinds; large space for free plays and games. Moreover the children were allowed the use of gymnasium, baths, garden space, etc.
The curriculum was arranged with the following underlying principles in mind:
1. To make the children strong, healthy, happy. 
